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Abstract— Cloud computing provides resources on shared 

basis to the users. User interaction with cloud computing 

enhances as reliability issues is tackled through the fault 

tolerance mechanisms provided through the service provider. 

This paper presents a novel approach of discussing various 

fault tolerance mechanisms proposed by distinct literature. 

This literature begins by describing basic and advance 

features of cloud exploring architecture, taxonomy and 

milestones associated with cloud. Along with the advantages, 

this literature puts a light on issues surrounding cloud. Fault 

and fault tolerance mechanisms are comprehensively 

described using scheduling mechanism through this literature 

at the last section. Best possible fault tolerance mechanisms 

along with improvements are suggested through this 

literature.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is the latest effort in passing on computing 

resources as an organization. It addresses a move a long way 

from computing as a thing that is procured, to computing as 

an organization that is passed on to buyers over the web from 

generous - scale server ranches – or "clouds".[1] While cloud 

computing is expanding creating reputation in the IT 

business, the insightful world seemed to fall behind the quick 

enhancements in this field. This paper is the fundamental 

purposeful review of partner - minded educational research 

disseminated in this field , and intends to give an outline of 

the rapidly making moves in the particular establishments of 

cloud computing and their investigation tries. [2] Sorted out 

along the particular perspectives on the cloud plan, we talk 

about exercises from related developments; advances in the 

introduction of traditions, interfaces, and measures; 

techniques for showing and building clouds; and new use - 

cases rising through cloud computing.  

II. ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

[3]Organizations have since quite a while ago understood the 

tremendous potential and advantages of cloud computing and 

have happily respected the innovation, however some 

measure of doubt still drifts around. There are endeavors 

which have officially embraced it while some are making the 

change towards it. The online source 

http://e2logy.com/blog/seven-key-challenges-to-cloud-

computing/gives master expectation that in the year 2018, 

Software as a Service (Saas) will produce about 59% of the 

cloud outstanding task at hand. [4]Cloud computing is for 

sure a progressive method for putting away and getting to 

information. Be that as it may, similar to some other 

innovation, cloud computing likewise experiences a few 

issues, and organizations making the most of its advantages 

additionally confront certain difficulties. [5]The truth that it 

accompanies difficulties of varying size, shape and 

seriousness advances the need of significantly increasingly 

modern advances for managing them. In the event that the 

normal concerns and difficulties of cloud computing are 

managed admirably, the innovation can enhance the 

organizations.  

A. Data Transfer Capacity Cost  

[6] By utilizing cloud computing, organizations can spare the 

equipment securing costs however their consumption on 

transmission capacity rises extensively. Littler applications 

don't require much costs however for information escalated 

applications the organizations may need to burn through 

handsomely.[7] Sufficient transfer speed is required to 

convey concentrated and complex information over the 

system.  

B. Nonstop Observing and Supervision  

[8]Cloud computing regularly experiences visit blackouts, 

attributable to the absence of nonstop service with respect to 

cloud providers. [9] It is critical to screen the cloud service 

consistently just as to direct its execution, business reliance 

and strength.  

C. Security Concerns  

[10], [11]Addressing the security worries of any business is a 

noteworthy test of cloud computing. Undertakings receiving 

the innovation store significant corporate information in 

cloud, outside the corporate firewall. This clearly concerns 

the ventures, as hacking or different assaults on the cloud 

infrastructure could harm or uncover the information of 

numerous customers. [12], [13]To avoid such harms, a 

portion of the measures incorporate following irregular 

conduct crosswise over servers, purchasing security 

equipment and utilizing security applications.  

D. Information Access and Combination  

[14], [15]Cloud based servers now and then need powerful 

and suitable client service emotionally supportive networks. 

Organizations are frequently worried about information 

possession and loss of information control while moving to 

cloud. A critical component of basic leadership process is to 

choose where and how the information is to be put away. 

Another test for undertakings taking up cloud computing is 

coordination. Incorporating all the current applications with 

the cloud easily is very testing.  

E. Legitimate Usability  

[16], [17]Although the advantages of cloud computing are 

entrenched, numerous organizations are as yet not certain 

about its execution. For this, ventures need a decent and clear 

perspective of how to utilize the innovation to enhance their 

remarkable organizations. Contrasting explicit measurements 

of cloud computing and conventional IT can be useful in 

assessing costing and work proficiency. The cloud ROI show 

must incorporate segments like remaining burden shrewd 

evaluation, Capex versus Opex costs benefits and so on.  
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F. Relocation Issues  

[18]–[21]Migrating information from framework to the cloud 

can present real dangers, on the off chance that it not dealt 

with legitimately. To determine this, there is a need of 

creating relocation technique that coordinates well with the 

present IT infrastructure. Organizations regularly think that 

its hard to pick the fitting service show for their organizations 

and like to connect with suppliers who permit the production 

of redid computing condition.  

G. Cost Appraisal  

[7], [15], [22], [23]Scalable and on-request nature of cloud 

services makes the appraisal of cost troublesome. Contracting 

and planning issues emerge regularly with adaptable and 

steady cloud service acquisitions. Substantial utilization of a 

service for a couple of days may devour the financial plan of 

a while. 

III. CHALLENGES IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

The propose literature focus on finding the optimal solution 

to schedule resources in order to enhance reliability by 

minimizing failure ratio. The objective of study is to propose 

a power aware model that considers the power of VMs before 

allocation of resources. The main objectives are listed as 

under 

1) Minimizing fault and failure ratio 

2) Achieving energy efficiency 

3) Reducing Makespan associated with the system 

4) Priority of jobs is scheduled 

5) Proactive live VM migration is used to manage the jobs 

6) Load balancing is used to balance the load of resources 

used by tasks. 

7) Resource scheduling to achieve fastest execution. 

8) Module Failure occurs when output of one module 

becomes input for other or depends on other module but 

if it does not work properly it causes this situation 

9) Interface Failure occurs when there is no provision to 

fetch the data from commands and we cannot able to 

access the data. 

10) Problems in Coupling and Cohesion occur due to 

interdependence of modules some times its functionality 

causes problems in front of user. 

IV. FAULT AND FAULT TOLERANCE STRATEGIES 

 

A. Faults and its Types 

[24]Fault causes the deviation from actual result. 

Aggravation of faults causes failures and errors. Faults in 

cloud commonly caused due to network problems, physical 

faults, media failure etc. the description is as under 
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B. Network Faults 

[25]In cloud computing, major component for connection 

with the cloud is internet. In case of network problem services 

provided by the cloud may be inaccessible. Such faults are 

termed as network faults.  

C. Physical Faults 

[26], [27]These faults are caused due to the problem in 

physical component like storage, CPU in server etc. These 

faults causes cloud rendered unusable. 

D. Media Faults 

[28], [29]For reading and writing of information within 

storage of cloud, read/write heads are used. Read/write head 

when touches with the media, crash occur. This is generally 

associated with the memory failure.  

E. Processor Faults 

[29], [30]Fault that occurs due to processor failure falls under 

the category of processor faults. Processor faults are caused 

due to problem with the operating system.  

F. Process faults 

[31], [32]These faults occur due to problem with the 

resources. Availability of resources if decays causes 

starvation leading to such faults or failures.  

G. Service Expiry Faults 

[33], [34]Service expiry faults occur due to resource expiry 

period. Cloud services are granted to the user on the basis of 

SLA. SLA if expires, user no longer able to access the 

services of the cloud. The faults occurring due to such 

problems fall under the category of service expiry faults.  

These faults are required to be rectified by the use of 

fault tolerance. This is described as under 

H. Fault Tolerance 

Fault tolerance is required for increasing performance and 

reliability of cloud. For this purpose fault tolerance strategies 

are used.   

I. Checkpointing  

[35]Processes check pointing: The objective of process 

checkpointing is to save the present condition of a procedure. 

In current HPC applications, a process comprises of 

numerous client level or framework level threads, making it 

a parallel application without anyone else. [36]Process 

checkpointing procedures for generally utilize a coarse-grain 

locking method to hinder quickly the execution of the 

considerable number of strings of the procedure, giving them 

a worldwide perspective of its present state, and diminishing 

the issue of saving the procedure state to a successive issue. 

1) Coordinate Checkpointing:  

[37], [38]Coordinate checkpointing protocols utilize process 

checkpointing and message going to plan rollback recovery 

systems at the parallel application level. The objective of this 

protocol is to build a steady circulated depiction of the 

appropriated framework. A circulated preview is a collection 

of process checkpoints (one for every procedure), and a 

gathering of in-flight messages (a requested rundown of 

messages for each point to point channel).[39], [40] The 

protocol expects requested loss less correspondence channel; 

for a given application, messages can be sent or got after or 

before a procedure took its checkpoint. 

2) Uncoordinated Checkpointing: 

[41], [42]Blocking or non-blocking, the planned 

checkpointing protocols require that all procedures rollback 

to the last substantial checkpoint wave, when a 

disappointment happens. [43], [44]This guarantees a 

worldwide consistency, at the cost of versatility: as the span 

of the framework develops, the probability of 

disappointments grows, and the insignificant cost to deal with 

such disappointments likewise increment. To diminish the 

natural expenses of facilitated checkpointing, uncoordinated 

checkpointing protocols have in this manner been proposed. 

On the disappointment free piece of the execution, the 

fundamental thought is to evacuate the co-appointment of 

checkpointing, focusing on a lessening of the I/O weight 

when checkpoints are put away on shared space and the 

diminishment of deferrals or expanded system use while 

planning the registration, ungraceful protocols go for 

constraining the restart of an insignificant arrangement of 

procedures when a disappointment happens.  

3) Hybrid Checkpointing: 

[45], [46]The possibility of Hierarchical Checkpointing is 

fairly basic: forms are circulated in gatherings; forms having 

a place with a similar gathering coordinate their checkpoints 

and rollbacks; ungraceful checkpointing with message 

logging is utilized between gatherings. Nonetheless, the 

condition of a solitary procedure relies on the 

communications between gatherings, yet additionally upon 

the collaborations with different procedures inside the 

gathering. [47], [48]Composed rollback ensures that the 

application restarts in a steady state; it doesn't ensure that the 

application, if restarting from that reliable state, will achieve 

an indistinguishable state from in the underlying execution, 

which is a condition for awkward checkpointing to work. 

J. Replication 

1) Primary Backup Replication 

[48], [49]This method utilizes one replica, the essential that 

plays an uncommon part: it gets invocations from customer 

procedures and returns reactions. Server x's essential replica 

is indicated prim(x); different copies are reinforcements 

Backups collaborate directly only with the essential copy, not 

the customer forms. 

2) Active Replication 

[50], [51]Also called the state-machine approach, this 

technique gives all replicas the same role without the 

centralized control of the primary-backup technique. Active 

replication requires non crashed replicas to receive the 

invocations of client processes in the same order. This 

requires a communication primitive that satisfies the order 

and the atomicity properties introduced earlier. 

3) Software Rejuvenation 

[52]Software rejuvenation is the mechanism by which 

software compnonent which is failed required restarting. 

Sometimes this fault is permanent but otherwise this fault is 

temporary. Software rejuvenation is further categorized as 

under 

4) Re-engineering  

[31]In case software component faulted permanently then 

software component used within cloud required replacement. 
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Process of modifying or replacing the existing software 

component of the cloud is known as Re-engineering.  

5) Re-Construction 

[53]In this approach entire virtualized software necessary to 

handle cloud requires modification. The software component 

is created from scratch in this case. Re-engineering is cost 

effective as compare to reconstruction. 

6) Self-Healing 

[5], [54]The VM if overloaded required migration. After the 

migration VM is restored to its initial state. The process of 

restoring VM to its original state is known as Self Healing. 

7) Preemptive Migration 

[20], [21]This process involves transferring VM resources to 

optimal VM within or outside the scope of current datacenter. 

Such migration falls under the category of preemptive 

migration in which inter or intra cloud migration is the source. 

REFERENCE 
FAULT TOLERANCE 

TECHNIQUE 
PARAMETERS What is achieved Tradeoffs 

[28] Using 

Proactive Fault - 

Tolerance 

Approach to 

Enhance Cloud 

Service Reliability 

Virtual Cluster Allocation 

mechanism to reduce 

network resource allocation 

and CPU temperature is 

monitored to detect 

deteriorating machine 

CPU Temperature 

Network Resource 

Utilization 

 

Deterioration is 

avoided by reducing 

network resource 

utilization 

CPU temperature is 

monitored for 

reallocation 

Monitoring 

temperature increases 

overhead and cost 

associated with 

suggested technique 

[55] Energy-

efficient data 

replication in cloud 

computing 

datacenters 

Proactive approach is used 

to replicate files based on 

popularity and reactive 

approach is used to track 

popularity changes at 

smaller interval of times 

Data locality 

Turnaround time 

Mean slowdown 

Replication 

enhances fault 

tolerance 

Dynamic files 

priority decreases 

chances of 

starvation 

Reactive and proactive 

approach in 

combination enhances 

overhead 

[56] Quality-of-

service in cloud 

computing : 

modeling 

techniques and their 

applications, 

Quality of Service 

modelling for fault 

tolerance in cloud system 

Capacity 

Allocation 

Load Balancing 

Admission Control 

Quality of service 

modelling described 

efficient 

mechanisms to 

provide fault 

tolerance through 

reducing overhead 

No new techniques are 

suggested rather 

existing techniques are 

surveyed 

[57] ACCFLA : 

Access Control in 

Cloud Federation 

using Learning 

Automata 

Access Control using finite 

automata 

Risk 

Trust 

Access 

Access Control 

mechanism ensure 

stoppage of 

unauthorised access 

Finite automata is 

used to design fault 

tolerant mechanism 

ensuring reduced 

overhead 

Both deterministic  and 

non deterministic 

mechanisms are used 

hence cost of fault 

tolerance is 

significantly increases 

[40] Accelerating 

incremental 

checkpointing for 

extreme-scale 

computing 

Incremental check pointing 

approach  for fault 

tolerance 

Computation 

Overhead 

Number of 

Checkpointing 

Checkpointing 

technique which is 

used is dynamic 

since size of 

checkpointing can 

be scaled depending 

upon requirements 

Cost and overhead in 

terms of energy 

efficiency is not 

considered 

[58] Two-State 

Checkpointing for 

Energy-Efficient 

Fault Tolerance in 

Hard Real-Time 

Systems, 

Checkpointing for fault 

tolerance and energy 

efficiency 

Power 

Consumption 

Energy Consumed 

Checkpointing 

mechanism is used 

to support energy 

efficiency. 

Time critical 

applications can be 

solved efficiently 

through this 

approach 

Large and complex 

problems like 

workflow problems are 

not examined trough 

this approach 

[59] Checkpointing 

Towards 

Design and implementation 

of infrastructure for 

Latency 

Overhead 

Infrastructure 

related issues are 

Complex applications 

such as workflow 

applications are not 
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Dependable 

Business Processes, 

checkpointing/restart fault 

tolerance 

resolved using 

checkpointing 

Latency is reduced 

and overhead is 

reduced 

handled using this 

approach 

[60] Fusion of 

Hyperspectral and 

LiDAR Data for 

Classification of 

Cloud-Shadow 

Mixed Remote, 

Shadow Computing 

mechanism to enhance fault 

tolerance 

Energy Efficiency 

Fault tolerance 

Shadows are 

maintained so that 

in case of failure 

copy of progress can 

be stored within the 

shadow 

Energy efficiency is 

achieved 

Overhead in terms of 

cost is enhanced 

[61] Fixed-Priority 

Allocation and 

Scheduling for 

Energy-Efficient 

Fault Tolerance in 

Hard 

Allocation strategy based 

on fixed priority in hard 

real time environment 

Fault monitoring 

Energy 

Consumption 

High priority 

applications are 

stored within the 

cloud at first place 

hence enhancing 

reliability. 

Tim bound 

applications are 

efficiently handled 

Cost and overhead is 

high and can be further 

reduced 

[62] Energy Ef fi 

cient Cloud 

Computing 

Voltage monitoring for 

enhancing reliability and 

reducing energy efficiency 

Reliability 

Energy Efficiency 

Voltage is varied to 

reduce energy 

consumption during 

allocation of task. 

Reliability is 

enhanced along with 

energy efficiency 

through the 

application of 

examined literature 

Hardware reliability is 

more focused as 

compared to software 

reliability 

[63]CEFIoT: A 

Fault-Tolerant IoT 

Architecture for 

Edge and Cloud 

 

CDFIOT strategy Bandwidth ,delay 

it overcomes 

the physical node 

failure and long-

distance network 

problems 

by providing 

replication-based 

local fault tolerance 

on edge 

devices 

It does not work in 

clustered environment 

so it need large number 

of both 

edge and cloud 

clusters. 

[64]Fault Tolerance 

in Cloud Using 

Reactive and 

Proactive 

Techniques 

Copy-on-Write Presave in 

cache algorithm 

Number of faults 

Runtime or  

execution time 

Low overhead and 

better fault 

occurrence rate 

This approach reacts 

after the fault has 

occurred. Though the 

algorithm tolerates the 

fault, there is always 

performance 

degradation in the 

system due to the 

occurrences of the 

fault. 

[65]Using 

imbalance 

characteristic for 

fault-tolerant 

workflow 

scheduling in Cloud 

systems 

ICFWS algorithm for fault 

free workflow 

Runtime 

Average data size 

tackled 

Achieving fault free 

workflow in cloud 

Besides fault, the 

performance 

fluctuation of VMs 

also 

plays a negative effect 

to the execution of 

workflow 
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[66]Using Proactive 

Fault-Tolerance 

Approach to 

Enhance Cloud 

Service Reliability 

PSO-Based PM Selection 

Transmission 

overhead 

Execution time 

Reliability 

Execution time 

Fault tolerance 

mechanism with full 

coordinated 

checkpointing 

mechanism can further 

be employed 

[5]Adaptive 

Framework for 

Reliable Cloud 

Computing 

Environment 

Replication and 

checkpointing based 

methodology 

Overhead 

Monetary cost 

Throughput 

increasing and  

decreasing overhead 

Extensive space 

utilization increase the 

overall cost of 

implementing this 

literature 

[67]Cost-Effective 

Fault Tolerance 

Strategies for 

Multi-Tenant 

Service-Based 

Systems 

Criticality-based Fault 

Tolerance for Multi-Tenant 

SBSs algorithm 

Success rate 

Fault tolerance 

budget 

Improving success 

rate of execution 

and improving 

response time 

Quality of service is 

still an issue not 

tackled in this 

literature 

[68] Dynamic Fault 

Tolerant 

Scheduling 

Mechanism 

for Real Time 

Tasks in Cloud 

Computing 

Dynamic fault tolerant 

scheduling 

Guarantee Ratio , 

Hosts Active Time, 

Ratio of Task time 

over Hosts time 

To improve 

utilization of 

resources and 

allocating the it to 

tasks dynamically 

Security parameters 

are not considered for 

allocating resources. 

[69]Byzantine Fault 

Tolerant 

Optimization in 

Federated Cloud 

Computing 

Byzantine fault tolerant 

mechanism 

Throughput, 

reliability, 

availability, 

integrity 

To avoid faulty 

nodes on the system 

at earlier time so 

reliability and 

availability is 

increased 

As faulty components 

are detected it migrate 

tasks but the migration 

time and execution 

time is more. 

[70]An Integrated 

Virtualized Strategy 

for Fault 

Tolerance in Cloud 

Computing 

Environment 

Integrated Virtualized 

failover strategy (IVFS) 

Recovery time, 

Pass rate 

To provide high job 

throughput in the 

presence of failure 

In the de-selection of 

VM is also done that 

increases the 

overheads and delay 

time. 

[71] An Learning-

based Fault-

Tolerant Model for 

Real time 

Applications on 

Clouds 

 

improved First-Fit 

algorithm and 

Festal algorithm for real-

time tasks 

Task complete 

time, guarantee 

ratio 

It control the 

execution time of 

task’ backup copy, 

thus ensuring the 

efficient completion 

time jobs in the 

system 

It introduces reduction 

in utilization of 

resources and overall 

cost is very high 

[72] LARFH- 

provisioning 

dynamic approach 

based on learning 

automata for data 

fault tolerance in 

cloud storage 

LARFH- learning automata 

and RFH 

Load balancing,  

utilization rate, 

availability 

It is mainly focused 

on traffic reduction 

in system for better 

response from data 

centers 

Enhances waiting time 

for jobs in clusters 

[43]Power-Check: 

An Energy-

Efficient 

Checkpointing 

Framework for 

HPC Clusters 

 

Power aware checkpoint 

framework 

Energy 

consumption, CPU 

waiting time 

Utilizes data 

funneling methods 

along with power 

saving strategy that 

handles energy 

consumption 

efficiently 

Reduction in  

execution time of job 

is main problem 

[73]PFT-CCKP: a 

Proactive fault 

PFT-CCKP model that 

consist coordinated 

Network resource 

usage and average 

lost time 

Used to predict 

failure of VM and 

then search for 

Storage resources are 

utilized more so it 
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tolerance for data 

center network 

checkpoint and VM 

prediction algorithm 

optimal host for 

checkpoint image of 

failed VM 

enhance the migration 

time 

[74] An Online 

Fault Detection 

Model and 

Strategies Based on 

SVM-Grid in 

Clouds 

Proposes hybrid method 

SVM with grids 

F-score, precision, 

recall, BAC-score 

It is used to 

optimize parameters 

of SVM and also 

gives high accuracy 

by timely updating 

parameters. 

The reason of fault is 

difficult to detect so 

faults rate may be high 

[75]Preempt able 

Priority Based 

Dynamic Resource 

Allocation in Cloud 

Computing with 

Fault Tolerance 

Dynamic resource 

allocation based on priority 

Response time, 

execution time 

As resources are 

allocated effectively 

to jobs so response 

time is better 

CPU time and cost is 

high. Energy utilized is 

also high 

V. OUR CONTRIBUTION 

This paper discussed various faults and fault tolerance 

mechanisms. There are strategies such as proactive fault 

tolerance that are used to prevent faults at early stage within 

virtual machines. In case faults occur, failures can be 

prolonged by the use of reactive fault tolerance. The hazard 

of fault can adversely affect the performance of the virtual 

machine. To tackle the issue VM migration can be proposed. 

In the future, the reliability enhancement procedure can be 

divided into three parts i) detecting the faults ii) applying fault 

tolerance strategy iii) in case recovery is not possible then 

applying migration strategy. Gathering requirements from the 

job before migration can be hectic task. Requirement 

gathering and identifying VM capable of handling the future 

jobs could be a future work with proactive fault tolerance.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The paper presented discussed several fault tolerance 

strategies. The discussion starts from the basics of cloud and 

goes through the advancements achieved within the cloud 

computing framework. Distinct fault tolerance strategies 

along with the shortcomings of each are presented within the 

contribution section of this work. The job requirement 

gathering is critical in migration phase in case fault become 

severe and in future work can be focused on that aspect.  

The scope of the future work will be implementing 

a proactive fault tolerance approach along with dynamic load 

balancing. The dynamic Load balancing technique which is a 

proactive approach that can be implemented to proactively 

detect the occurrence of the fault before it could occur. 
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